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The remarkable story of Sandra Day O’Connor’s family and early life, her journey to adulthood in
the American Southwest that helped make her the woman she is today: the first female justice of
the U.S. Supreme Court and one of the most powerful women in America.“A charming memoir
about growing up as sturdy cowboys and cowgirls in a time now past.”—USA TodayIn this
illuminating and unusual book, Sandra Day O’Connor tells, with her brother, Alan, the story of
the Day family, and of growing up on the harsh yet beautiful land of the Lazy B ranch in
Arizona. Laced throughout these stories about three generations of the Day family, and everyday
life on the Lazy B, are the lessons Sandra and Alan learned about the world, self-reliance, and
survival, and how the land, people, and values of the Lazy B shaped them.This fascinating
glimpse of life in the Southwest in the last century recounts an important time in American
history, and provides an enduring portrait of an independent young woman on the brink of
becoming one of the most prominent figures in America.

“A loving but clear-eyed portrait of a distinctive and vanished American way of life.”—The New
York Times Book Review“A charming memoir about growing up as sturdy cowboys and cowgirls
in a time now past.”—USA Today“This is a book for every reader, whether interested in
conservation, history, family dynamics, education, or just plain adventure.”—Jill Ker
Conway“[O’Connor’s] beautifully told story of the Lazy B will eventually settle on the reader and,
like a magic dust of smiles and pleasures, stay there forever.”—Jim LehrerFrom the Back
CoverNow, for the first time in paperback, here is the remarkable story of Sandra Day
O'Connor's family and early life, her journey to adulthood in the American Southwest that helped
make her the woman she is today--the first female justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, and one of
the most powerful women in America. In this illuminating and unusual book, Sandra Day
O'Connor tells, with her brother, Alan, the story of the Day family, and of growing up on the harsh
yet beautiful land of the Lazy B ranch in Arizona.Laced throughout these stories about three
generations of the Day family, and everyday life on the Lazy B, are the lessons Sandra and Alan
learned about the world, self-reliance, and survival, and how the land, people, and values of the
Lazy B shaped them. This fascinating glimpse of life in the Southwest in the last century
recounts an important time in American history, and provides an enduring portrait of an
independent young woman on the brink of becoming one of the most prominent figures in
America. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside Flaptes, 5 hrs. 15 mins.
abridgedRead by Sandra Day O'ConnorWhat was it in Sandra Day O'Connor's background and
early life that helped make her the woman she is today-the first female justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court, and one of the most powerful women in America? In this beautiful, illuminating,
and unusual book, Sandra Day O'Connor, with her brother, Alan, tells the story of the Day family



and of growing up on the harsh yet beautiful land of the Lazy B Ranch in Arizona. Laced
throughout these stories about three generations of the Day family, and everyday life on the Lazy
B, are the lessons Sandra and Alan learned about the world, about people, self-reliance, and
survival, and the reader will learn how the values of the Lazy B shaped them and their
lives.Sandra's grandfather first put some cattle on open grazing land in 1886, and the Lazy B
developed and continued to prosper as Sandra's parents, who eloped and then lived on the
Lazy B all their lives, carved o --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1Early MemoriesWhen
Time, who steals our years away, Shall steal our pleasure, too, The Memory of the past will stay,
And half our joys renew.-Thomas Moore, "Song"The earliest memory is of sounds. In a place of
all-encompassing silence, any sound is something to be noted and remembered. When the wind
is not blowing, it is so quiet you can hear a beetle scurrying across the ground or a fly landing on
a bush. Occasionally an airplane flies overhead-a high-tech intrusion penetrating the agrarian
peace.When the wind blows, as it often does, there are no trees to rustle and moan. But the
wind whistles through any loose siding on the barn and causes any loose gate to bang into the
fence post. It starts the windmills moving, turning, creaking.At night the sounds are magnified.
Coyotes wail on the hillside, calling to each other or to the moon-a sound that sends chills up the
spine. We snuggle deeper in our beds. What prey have the coyotes spotted? Why are they
howling? What are they doing? Just before dawn the doves begin to call, with a soft cooing
sound, starting the day with their endless search for food. The cattle nearby walk along their trail
near the house, their hooves crunching on the gravel. An occasional moo to a calf or to another
cow can be heard, or the urgent bawl of a calf that has lost contact with its mother, or the low
insistent grunt, almost a growl, of a bull as it walks steadily along to the watering trough or back
out to the pasture. The two huge windmills turn in the wind, creaking as they revolve to face the
breeze, and producing the clank of the sucker rods as they rise and fall with each turn of the
huge fan of the mill.The Lazy B Ranch straddles the border of Arizona and New Mexico along
the Gila River. It is high desert country-dry, windswept, clear, often cloudless. Along the Gila the
canyons are choked with cottonwoods and willows. The cliffs rise up sharply and are smooth
beige sandstone. The water flowing down the riverbed from the Gila Wilderness to the northeast
is usually only a trickle. But sometimes, after summer rains or a winter thaw in the mountains, the
river becomes an angry, rushing, mud-colored flood, carrying trees, brush, rocks, and everything
else in its path. Scraped into the sandstone bluffs are petroglyphs of the Anasazi of centuries
past. Their lives and hardships left these visible traces for us to find, and we marvel at their
ability to survive as long as they did in this harsh environment. High up on one of the canyon
walls is a small opening to a cave. A few ancient steps are cut out of the bluff leading to it. To
reach it now requires climbing apparatus-ropes and pitons. The cave's inner walls have been
smoothed with mud plaster, and here and there is a handprint, hardened when the mud dried,
centuries ago.Every living thing in the desert has some kind of protective mechanism or
characteristic to survive-thorns, teeth, horns, poison, or perhaps just being too tough to kill and



eat. A human living there quickly learns that anything in the desert can hurt you if you are not
careful and respectful. Whatever it is can scratch you, bite you, or puncture you. When riding
horseback, you have to watch where you are going. The branch of a hardy bush can knock you
off; a hole in the ground covered with grass can cause your horse to stumble or fall. When you
take a spill, it might be onto a rock or a cactus. When you get off your horse, it pays to look first
to avoid stepping in an ant den, on a scorpion, or in the path of a snake. Over the years, Alan,
Ann, and I each had our share of falls from a horse, insect bites, injuries, and other dangerous
events, which we learned just came with the territory.South of the Gila and to the east, the land is
flat. For some ten miles it is covered with short burro grass and hummocks of tabosa grass.
There are soapweeds-tall, hairy-looking yuccas, some with two or three trunks. In May they send
up tall stalks with clusters of off-white blossoms that last about a month. These dramatic
sentinels in the flat landscape are weirdly beautiful. The stalks, when dry, make good cattle
prods, or fine lances for children's war games. The dry pods from the blossoms are good
additions in dried-flower arrangements.The mesa land is part of a large dry lake bed from an
earlier time. It is hard to imagine this land covered with water. Places along the edge of it show
signs of Indian camps. As children, we found many buff-colored pottery shards, an occasional
metate, or grindstone, sometimes a projectile point or pieces of obsidian that had been flaked off
in the process of making the projectiles. I would spend the hours waiting for DA to finish some
work in that area looking around for some of these bits of Indian life and times. I would take them
home to show MO, who greatly enjoyed finding such treasures. We would talk about the lives
these early inhabitants led.Water was scarce and hard to find. Every drop counted. We built
catchment basins and dirt tanks to catch and store it. We pumped it from underground. We
measured it and used it sparingly. Life depended on it.There were thirty-five wells and windmills
on the Lazy B, and it was a big job to keep them pumping. The windmills and pumps had to be
oiled and serviced regularly. During periods of drought and dry weather-periods that seemed to
predominate-the ranch crew spent most of their time keeping the wells working and hauling
supplemental feed to the cattle. When a well went bad or a pump broke down, it was a serious
matter. There might be only a day's supply of water in reserve in that area. The cattle could not
survive more than a day of dehydration. There were times when we had to work through the
night to try to get the well or pump repaired, to supply the livestock with water.I recall some grim,
difficult times when DA and the cowboys would have to stop all other work to repair a well that
had ceased producing water for the cattle. Work would begin at daylight and continue into the
night. Sometimes the sucker rods had to be pulled out of the well and removed, one at a time,
until the problem was located and solved. It could be a broken sucker rod deep in the well. It
could be a corroded casing pipe that was allowing water to escape. It could be any number of
things that took strength, time, skill, and energy to repair. There was little I could do to help. The
work required more strength than I had. I could serve like an operating-room nurse-I would get a
wrench, a hammer, or another tool that was needed and put it into my father's outstretched
hand. More often, I read a book I had brought along or I watched the work and engaged in



desultory conversation with the men.If we failed to complete the repairs before the water tank
was empty, we had to gather all the cattle and move them to another location where there was
enough water and grass for them to survive.The east part of the Lazy B is on the Lordsburg Flat-
a large, flat, desolate area that is not the best grazing land on the ranch. The underground water
is about three hundred feet deep and in places does not taste very good, but the older wells in
that area all have splendid wooden windmill towers over them. In the 1920s a master craftsman
constructed these towers on the site, with beautiful, long, straight timbers all cut by hand and
mitered to fit, and they have weathered over the years to a soft gray color.Some of the names of
these watering places are colorful and descriptive. In the east part of the ranch is Z-Bar-L. It was
named for the brand MO put on her cattle. The brand had no significance; it is just a brand DA
had registered at an earlier time. A few miles away from there is Three Mills, named for the three
windmills around the big water pond that served the cattle. When the first well was drilled, it was
so weak and produced so little water that two more wells were drilled to supply enough water for
the cattle. Wimp Well was named after the scrubby old fellow who drilled it. High Lonesome is
the most descriptive name on the ranch. It stands alone as a sentinel over a a large, bare prairie
that is roughly on the Continental Divide. When you are there, you can feel that High Lonesome
is the proper name. Willow Springs is a shallow well located in a beautiful, narrow, rocky canyon.
This is the prettiest location on the ranch.The ranch headquarters is named Round Mountain, for
the perfectly round volcanic cone that rises six hundred feet above the prairie about a mile south
of headquarters. Round Mountain is visible from almost anyplace on the ranch and appears on
many air-travel maps. Cottonwood Spring is a flowing spring surrounded by large cottonwood
trees located in the northeast part of the ranch, near the Gila River. We particularly enjoyed
going to Cottonwood Spring; to see water seeping out of the ground was always a miraculous
sight in that dry land. The cottonwood trees provided shade, and the canyon, with its steep,
colorful walls, was cooler than the surrounding mesas. I could never resist digging in the sandy
canyon floor until a pool of water would fill the hole. I also always scoured the canyon walls to try
to find petroglyphs etched in the stone. The early Indians who made them left symbols of animal
and bird life that have lasted thousands of years.At eight hundred feet, Lost Lake is the deepest
well on the ranch, located adjacent to a dry lake formed by drainage coming out of the
mountains that surround it on all four sides. The dry lake bed would sometimes fill with
floodwater in the monsoon season. The water flowing in would be brown, muddy, and full of
leaves, sticks, debris, and foam from the flash flood. As the water receded over the succeeding
weeks, it would leave wide areas of a coating of slippery mud. The cattle would walk through the
mud to reach the remaining water, and their legs and even their bellies would have a coating of
dried mud on them for months.Sands Ranch, also a part of the Lazy B, is eight miles south of
Lost Lake and was once the homestead of Jo... --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.About the AuthorSandra Day O'Connor was born in El Paso, Texas, and
attended college and law school at Stanford University. She has been married to John O'Connor
since 1952, and they have three sons. Nominated by President Reagan as associate justice of



the United States Supreme Court, she took the oath of office on September 25, 1981, the first
woman to do so.H. Alan Day is a lifelong rancher who, after graduation from the University of
Arizona, managed the Day ranch, the Lazy B, for thirty years. He also purchased and ran
ranches in Nebraska and South Dakota, where he established a wild-horse sanctuary that,
under contract with the U.S. government, cared for fifteen hundred wild horses. He lives in
Tucson.From the Hardcover edition. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.Deep in the granite hills of eastern Arizona in 1880, H.C. Day founded the Lazy B ranch,
where U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor and her brother Alan spent their youth,
a time they recall in this affectionate joint memoir."We belonged to the Lazy B, and it belonged to
each of us," write O'Connor and Day. "We thought it would always be there." Weathering events
from the Great Depression to cyclical drought, they worked the ranch's 300 square miles
alongside a colorful crew of cowboys, learning the ways of cattle, horses, and people, lessons
they share in well-turned anecdotes. They also learned a system of values that "was simple and
unsophisticated and the product of necessity," one that has followed them into the larger world.
Court watchers and fans of Western writing alike will take pleasure in this multigenerational
account of life on the range. --Gregory McNamee--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From Publishers WeeklyWindswept plains, herds of cattle, ornery horses and hard-bitten
cowboys fill the childhood memories of Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, who grew
up on the Lazy B, a Texas cattle ranch. In this memoir, she writes of the ranch's history, from its
founding in the 1880s by her grandfather to the sad moment when the family sold it in 1986.
O'Connor gives a detailed account of ranch life: the hard work, the urgent dependence on rain,
the colorful characters who worked on the ranch, the bureaucracy of government officials and
land-use permits, and her own happy childhood memories of hours in the saddle. The mood is
warm and nostalgic: she does not mention any conflict with her parents, failed romances,
serious illnesses or other negative experiences, other than a brief comment that she wasn't
happy in one school and switched to another. O'Connor frequently stresses that to succeed in
ranching, one had to be tough, resilient and hardworking, but she contrasts that toughness with
the ranchers' warm hearts. Talking of her babyhood surrounded by cowboys, she says, "My
babysitters were tobacco-chewing, unshaven, unbathed, Levi-clad and tough as nails, but they
would talk baby talk and try for hours to keep baby Sandra happy." O'Connor is not a
professional narrator and it shows: she is clearly "reading aloud" without spontaneity, and her
reading is mostly one-note, without the varied inflections and shades of emotion that a
professional narrator would bring. Still, her voice is pleasant, with a slight Texas twang, and she
conveys warmth and affection for her childhood home. Simultaneous release with the Random
House hardcover (Forecasts, Dec. 10, 2001).Copyright 2002 Cahners Business Information, Inc.
--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistThe first female Supreme
Court justice offers a look at her family history and background. Along with her brother,
O'Connor recalls a life of hard work and self-reliance on an Arizona cattle ranch owned by her
family since 1886. The Lazy B was first settled by O'Connor's grandfather and remained in the



family for 100 years, providing memories of hard times, rugged conditions, and happy family life
as the Days relied on themselves and their cowhands to raise cattle in a beautiful but sometimes
harsh territory. O'Connor's parents eloped and lived their entire lives on the ranch, raising their
three children, Sandra being the first. O'Connor and Day mix local and family history--including
letters written during their parents' courtship and early marriage--and profile some of the ranch's
cowhands. Three generations of Days struggled with occasional droughts and the daily
challenges of frontier life. Through text and photographs, O'Connor and Day recall learning to
ride horses, helping in cattle roundups, and visiting the nearby small towns for an occasional
break. An interesting memoir that also serves as a chronicle of how drastically the lives of small-
ranch owners have changed over the past 100 years. Vanessa BushCopyright © American
Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From School Library JournalAdult/High School-Three generations of the Day family
worked a 300-acre ranch straddling the Arizona-New Mexico border, from the 1880s to 1986.
During that time, family members experienced all the aspects of Western life that most of us
today can only encounter through films or books. Reading Lazy B, teens will find themselves in
the middle of cattle roundups, stampedes, floods, and drought. Through photographs, letters,
personal experiences, and anecdotes, the authors present a slice of day-to-day life on a working
ranch in the 20th century. Readers meet the cowboys, learn what it takes to break a wild horse,
find out how a roundup works, and see the government's growing role in ranching and farming.
This is not the book for those wanting to learn the secrets of O'Connor's successful rise to a seat
on the Supreme Court. But for those wanting a glimpse of a rapidly disappearing way of life, this
title presents an engaging and compelling account.Pamela B. Rearden, Centreville Regional
Library, Fairfax County, VACopyright 2002 Cahners Business Information, Inc. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileWhen Sandra Day O'Connor's grandfather
placed cattle on government-owned Arizona grazing land in 1886, little did he know the
influence it would have on his children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. O'Connor
speaks endearingly of growing up on a ranch in the American Southwest, where her life
consisted of cattle drives, real cowboys, droughts, and hard work. The frugal lifestyle her parents
led taught O'Connor and her siblings the meaning of practical living. The Lazy B Ranch and its
many memories remain a guidepost in O'Connor's life today. Her love for family, ranch hands,
animals, and the Arizona landscape is absolute as she recalls numerous adventures, desert
sunsets, and lessons and values she learned the hard way. Serving as the first female Justice of
the U.S. Supreme Court is an honor for O'Connor, but growing up on the Lazy B Ranch is the
essence of who she is today. Listeners will sense that she wouldn't trade those days for
anything. B.J.P. © AudioFile 2002, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalSupreme Court
justices tend to be reticent about their background, and they often disclaim its influence on their
thinking. Thus, a memoir purporting to disclose "how Sandra Day O'Connor became the woman
she is today" promises to be exciting. This memoir is, however, one of the least revealing



examples of the genre. When O'Connor was growing up, her family owned the Lazy B ranch in
Arizona. But after the age of six (except for one year in high school), O'Connor lived with her
grandmother in El Paso during the school year, an experience about which she says little. Her
descriptions of life on the ranch thus rely heavily on summers and vacations and accounts from
her brother, Alan, who stayed and ultimately came to run the ranch until it was sold in 1986. We
learn about breaking horses and cattle round-ups and the foibles and personalities of various
ranch hands. But the book contains only brief descriptions of O'Connor's parents and almost no
discussion of ideas. The episodic organization is choppy and the writing often stilted. Still, this
book may have an audience. For large public libraries.- Cynthia Harrison, George Washington
Univ., Washington, DC Copyright 2001 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Copyright © 2002 by Sandra Day O’Connor and H. Alan DayAll rights reserved under
International and Pan-American Copyright Conventions. Published in the United States by
Random House, Inc., New York, and simultaneously in Canada by Random House of Canada
Limited, Toronto.RANDOM HOUSE and colophon are registered trademarks of Random House,
Inc.All photographs, unless indicated otherwise, are courtesy of the Day family.Maps on page xv
by Jackie AherLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data1. O’Connor, Sandra Day,
1930— 2. United States. Supreme Court—Biography. 3. Judges—United States—Biography. 4.
Ranch Life—Arizona. I. Day, H. Alan.II. Title.KF8745.O25 A35 2002 347.73′2634—dc21
2001041751[B]Random House website address:v3.1_r1PrefaceThere is something about living
in big empty space, where people are few and distant, under a great sky that is alternately
serene and furious, exposed to sun from four in the morning till nine at night, and to a wind that
never seems to rest—there is something about exposure to that big country that not only tells an
individual how small he is, but steadily tells him who he is.WALLACE STEGNER,“FINDING THE
PLACE:A MIGRANT CHILDHOOD”MOST ANY PLACE PROVIDES BETTER GRAZING THAN
THE sparse, open high desert country south of the Gila River on the border of Arizona and New
Mexico. The rainfall averages ten inches a year or less. There are semiarid mesas ringed on the
south and west by volcanic hills littered with boulders and rocks of vesicular basalt—angry black
and dark red rocks that are heavy but full of holes. The bubbling liquid from an ancient volcanic
core cooled suddenly, before the bubbles burst. To the north is the Gila River, small and timid
most of the year. It flows from the nation’s first national wilderness area—the Gila Wilderness—
and runs across all of Arizona to join the Colorado River below Yuma. For thousands of years
prehistoric Indians made camps along the river, as well as on the mesas, where occasionally the
rains would form shallow lakes. Around these lakes lived an impressive array of animals, reptiles,
and birds: deer, rabbits, antelope, javelinas, coyotes, bobcats, quail, ducks, doves, rattlesnakes,
bull snakes, Gila monsters, desert tortoises, and a wide variety of insects. It was no country for
sissies, then or now. Making a living there takes a great deal of hard work and considerable luck.
Our family stayed there for 113 years.H. C. Day, our grandfather, was a New Englander—
shrewd, conservative, careful with his money, intelligent, not afraid to tackle new ventures. He
was named for Henry Clay, whose Whig politics were popular in New England before the Civil
War. H. C. Day worked on the family farm in Coventry, Vermont, until 1865, when he turned
twenty-one. Then, a free man, he opened a general merchandise store on the Canadian border,
some ten miles north of Coventry. He made a nest egg and moved west to Wichita, Kansas, a
central hub in the westward expansion. There he opened a building-supply business, furnishing
materials for the rapid expansion of that city after Congress abruptly appropriated lands claimed
by several Indian tribes. He acquired a cattle ranch outside of Wichita, as well as various other
properties. In 1879, at age thirty-five, he married Alice Edith Hilton, the eighteen-year-old
daughter of John Price Hilton of England, the rector and founder of St. John’s Episcopal Church
in Wichita.The following year our grandfather decided to take advantage of the availability of
public lands for the grazing of livestock in the New Mexico Territory, in the area covered by the



Gadsden Purchase from Mexico. All one needed was a herd of cattle and a few people to watch
over them; God and the free market would do the rest. H.C. bought a herd of cattle in Mexico and
put them on a parcel of land. He hired Lane Fisher, the son of a Wichita judge, to run the ranch
operations. The Mexican cattle were branded on the left hip with a B lying down flat. A brand
lying down is called “lazy.” Lazy B Ranch it became, and so it remained.In 1880 the cattle
business looked good enough to attract even some canny investors from Scotland and England
to the western United States. Once the mother cows were purchased, they would produce
calves, which could be sold a year later at a handsome profit. Demand for beef cattle was strong.
The grazing on the public domain was essentially free for the taking. Some of these investors put
cattle in Montana and Wyoming and later learned to their sorrow how the excessive snow and
severe cold weather could destroy the herds. In the Gadsden Purchase area, snow was virtually
unknown, and the chances were better that the cattle could forage for grass year-round. Only an
occasional Apache raid or a summer drought would cut down the herd.The problem in the
Arizona—New Mexico area was water. Water was scarce and limited the use of the land. Wells
could be dug, but often they had to be several hundred feet deep to reach water. Even at that
depth, a well was apt to produce only a small stream of four gallons per minute or so. Windmills
provided the power to pump water out of the wells. The deeper the well, the larger the windmill
required to fit the sucker rod and pump out the water.H.C. and Alice took their son, Courtland, to
England to visit Alice’s relatives, and then to Germany, where they stayed for six months. While
there, H.C. learned that Lane Fisher was putting his own brand on many of the calves. The Days
returned to Wichita and H.C. traveled to Lordsburg, New Mexico, to see what could be done. He
consulted a local lawyer, whose advice was, “Mr. Day, get a gun.” H.C. was more inclined toward
negotiation than a shoot-out. Lane Fisher left, but H.C. had to take over the Lazy B or lose his
investment there. H.C. built a house near the Gila River, and a one-room school nearby for his
children. He planted an orchard and a garden, brought a schoolteacher from Kansas, and
moved in with his family. There Alice gave birth to three daughters, Eleanor, Nina, and Alice. Our
father, Harry, their fifth and last child, was born at the family house along the Gila River in
December 1898.The Day family stayed at the Lazy B for ten or twelve years, until a new
manager could be located, a pleasant man named Sam Foster. H.C. then moved his family to
Pasadena, California, and to a more comfortable life. In the summers, H.C. visited the ranch,
taking our father, Harry, along, and supervised improvements to the wells, the building of
windmills and fences, and the management practices for the cattle and horses. Harry learned at
his father’s side how to minimize unnecessary expenses and how to accomplish improvements
without major capital outlays. He learned well. As we were growing up, we saw that nothing
would ever be thrown away if it had any conceivable practical use. Nothing would be wasted.
Repairs would be made on any and all equipment right on the ranch with whatever means were
available. A purchase of new equipment or objects was a rare event. No task was too small to be
done as well as possible. No task was too large to be undertaken. And no day went by without
hoping and praying for rain.Harry had planned to attend Stanford upon his graduation from high



school, but World War I intervened. He was drafted and began training, but when the war ended,
he was discharged. At that time H.C. was ill and could not visit the ranch as was his custom. Sam
Foster was producing no net income from the ranch and had paid nothing on the mortgage he
owed H.C. for his part interest in the Lazy B. H.C. sent Harry to check on the ranch and report
back. Harry did, but he had no happy news. In a letter to his sister Eleanor, written in November
1919, our father noted,I have been way back up in the roughest mountains I ever saw for the last
week or so range branding. We batched and lived on dry salt pork and fried sweet potatoes. We
also slept on the ground and nearly froze.… This certainly is a terrible place to live and I hate it
here, but I will have to stay here a few months until I get some money ahead. I expect to go east
from here.Harry never made that trip east. H.C. died in 1921, and our grandmother Alice died
five years later. The settlement of the family’s estate and the mortgage-foreclosure proceedings
stretched out over many years. A new ranch headquarters was built of adobe bricks some ten
miles south of the Gila River and in the center of the ranch property, near Round Mountain.In
1927 Harry went to El Paso, Texas, and bought some bulls from a rancher named W. W. Wilkey.
Mr. Wilkey invited Harry to have dinner with his family. The Wilkeys’ daughter Ada Mae was
there, and an instant spark ignited between Harry and Ada Mae. Harry returned to the Lazy B
Ranch the following day and began a correspondence with Ada Mae that spanned three
months, after which they saw each other again in El Paso. The subsequent exchange of letters
increased in frequency and intensity. In September they eloped, were married in Las Cruces,
New Mexico, and returned to the Lazy B to begin their life together in the four-room adobe house
at the new ranch headquarters.Life was not easy. The ranch was producing very little income.
The ranch house had no running water, no indoor plumbing, and no electricity. The cowboys
bunked on the screen porch surrounding the house. The roads were poor, and automobiles were
just beginning to be available.Harry and Ada Mae lived the rest of their lives at the Lazy B. In
time, they had three children: Sandra, Ann, and Alan. When Ann was small and learning to spell,
she began calling Harry “DA,” pronounced “Dee-ay,” and Ada Mae “MO,” pronounced “Em-oh” or
“M.O.” The nicknames stuck, and friends and family alike called them DA and MO henceforth.
Harry and Ada Mae thought there was no better life anyone could live than on the Lazy B. Harry
died at the ranch in his sleep on April 9, 1984, at the age of eighty-six. Ada Mae died at the
ranch on March 3, 1989. In the pages that follow, we describe the life and some of the people
and events at the Lazy B in the years that Harry and Ada Mae, and we three children, lived
there.ContentsCoverTitle PageCopyrightPrefaceMaps1. Early Memories2. Local History3. DA4.
MO5. Rastus6. Jim Brister7. Bug Quinn8. Claude Tippets9. Trail Ride to Mexico10. Ranch Family 
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and Alice Edith Hilton at the time of their marriage in 1879, with Donne and Helen
Fisher.Opposite: H. C. Day, c. 18951. Early MemoriesWhen Time, who steals our years
away,Shall steal our pleasure, too,The Memory of the past will stay,And half our joys
renew.THOMAS MOORE, “SONG”THE EARLIEST MEMORY IS OF SOUNDS. IN A PLACE OF
ALL-encompassing silence, any sound is something to be noted and remembered. When the
wind is not blowing, it is so quiet you can hear a beetle scurrying across the ground or a fly
landing on a bush. Occasionally an airplane flies overhead—a high-tech intrusion penetrating
the agrarian peace.When the wind blows, as it often does, there are no trees to rustle and moan.
But the wind whistles through any loose siding on the barn and causes any loose gate to bang
into the fence post. It starts the windmills moving, turning, creaking.At night the sounds are
magnified. Coyotes wail on the hillside, calling to each other or to the moon—a sound that sends
chills up the spine. We snuggle deeper in our beds. What prey have the coyotes spotted? Why
are they howling? What are they doing? Just before dawn the doves begin to call, with a soft
cooing sound, starting the day with their endless search for food. The cattle nearby walk along
their trail near the house, their hooves crunching on the gravel. An occasional moo to a calf or to
another cow can be heard, or the urgent bawl of a calf that has lost contact with its mother, or
the low insistent grunt, almost a growl, of a bull as it walks steadily along to the watering trough
or back out to the pasture. The two huge windmills turn in the wind, creaking as they revolve to
face the breeze, and producing the clank of the sucker rods as they rise and fall with each turn of
the huge fan of the mill.The Lazy B Ranch straddles the border of Arizona and New Mexico
along the Gila River. It is high desert country—dry, windswept, clear, often cloudless. Along the
Gila the canyons are choked with cottonwoods and willows. The cliffs rise up sharply and are
smooth beige sandstone. The water flowing down the riverbed from the Gila Wilderness to the
northeast is usually only a trickle. But sometimes, after summer rains or a winter thaw in the
mountains, the river becomes an angry, rushing, mud-colored flood, carrying trees, brush, rocks,
and everything else in its path. Scraped into the sandstone bluffs are petroglyphs of the Anasazi
of centuries past. Their lives and hardships left these visible traces for us to find, and we marvel
at their ability to survive as long as they did in this harsh environment. High up on one of the
canyon walls is a small opening to a cave. A few ancient steps are cut out of the bluff leading to
it. To reach it now requires climbing apparatus—ropes and pitons. The cave’s inner walls have
been smoothed with mud plaster, and here and there is a handprint, hardened when the mud
dried, centuries ago.Every living thing in the desert has some kind of protective mechanism or
characteristic to survive—thorns, teeth, horns, poison, or perhaps just being too tough to kill and
eat. A human living there quickly learns that anything in the desert can hurt you if you are not
careful and respectful. Whatever it is can scratch you, bite you, or puncture you. When riding
horseback, you have to watch where you are going. The branch of a hardy bush can knock you
off; a hole in the ground covered with grass can cause your horse to stumble or fall. When you
take a spill, it might be onto a rock or a cactus. When you get off your horse, it pays to look first
to avoid stepping in an ant den, on a scorpion, or in the path of a snake. Over the years, Alan,



Ann, and I each had our share of falls from a horse, insect bites, injuries, and other dangerous
events, which we learned just came with the territory.South of the Gila and to the east, the land is
flat. For some ten miles it is covered with short burro grass and hummocks of tabosa grass.
There are soapweeds—tall, hairy-looking yuccas, some with two or three trunks. In May they
send up tall stalks with clusters of off-white blossoms that last about a month. These dramatic
sentinels in the flat landscape are weirdly beautiful. The stalks, when dry, make good cattle
prods, or fine lances for children’s war games. The dry pods from the blossoms are good
additions in dried-flower arrangements.The mesa land is part of a large dry lake bed from an
earlier time. It is hard to imagine this land covered with water. Places along the edge of it show
signs of Indian camps. As children, we found many buff-colored pottery shards, an occasional
metate, or grindstone, sometimes a projectile point or pieces of obsidian that had been flaked off
in the process of making the projectiles. I would spend the hours waiting for DA to finish some
work in that area looking around for some of these bits of Indian life and times. I would take them
home to show MO, who greatly enjoyed finding such treasures. We would talk about the lives
these early inhabitants led.Water was scarce and hard to find. Every drop counted. We built
catchment basins and dirt tanks to catch and store it. We pumped it from underground. We
measured it and used it sparingly. Life depended on it.There were thirty-five wells and windmills
on the Lazy B, and it was a big job to keep them pumping. The windmills and pumps had to be
oiled and serviced regularly. During periods of drought and dry weather—periods that seemed to
predominate—the ranch crew spent most of their time keeping the wells working and hauling
supplemental feed to the cattle. When a well went bad or a pump broke down, it was a serious
matter. There might be only a day’s supply of water in reserve in that area. The cattle could not
survive more than a day of dehydration. There were times when we had to work through the
night to try to get the well or pump repaired, to supply the livestock with water.I recall some grim,
difficult times when DA and the cowboys would have to stop all other work to repair a well that
had ceased producing water for the cattle. Work would begin at daylight and continue into the
night. Sometimes the sucker rods had to be pulled out of the well and removed, one at a time,
until the problem was located and solved. It could be a broken sucker rod deep in the well. It
could be a corroded casing pipe that was allowing water to escape. It could be any number of
things that took strength, time, skill, and energy to repair. There was little I could do to help. The
work required more strength than I had. I could serve like an operating-room nurse—I would get
a wrench, a hammer, or another tool that was needed and put it into my father’s outstretched
hand. More often, I read a book I had brought along or I watched the work and engaged in
desultory conversation with the men.If we failed to complete the repairs before the water tank
was empty, we had to gather all the cattle and move them to another location where there was
enough water and grass for them to survive.The east part of the Lazy B is on the Lordsburg Flat
—a large, flat, desolate area that is not the best grazing land on the ranch. The underground
water is about three hundred feet deep and in places does not taste very good, but the older
wells in that area all have splendid wooden windmill towers over them. In the 1920s a master



craftsman constructed these towers on the site, with beautiful, long, straight timbers all cut by
hand and mitered to fit, and they have weathered over the years to a soft gray color.Some of the
names of these watering places are colorful and descriptive. In the east part of the ranch is Z-
Bar-L. It was named for the brand MO put on her cattle. The brand had no significance; it is just a
brand DA had registered at an earlier time. A few miles away from there is Three Mills, named for
the three windmills around the big water pond that served the cattle. When the first well was
drilled, it was so weak and produced so little water that two more wells were drilled to supply
enough water for the cattle. Wimp Well was named after the scrubby old fellow who drilled it.
High Lonesome is the most descriptive name on the ranch. It stands alone as a sentinel over a a
large, bare prairie that is roughly on the Continental Divide. When you are there, you can feel
that High Lonesome is the proper name. Willow Springs is a shallow well located in a beautiful,
narrow, rocky canyon. This is the prettiest location on the ranch.The ranch headquarters is
named Round Mountain, for the perfectly round volcanic cone that rises six hundred feet above
the prairie about a mile south of headquarters. Round Mountain is visible from almost anyplace
on the ranch and appears on many air-travel maps. Cottonwood Spring is a flowing spring
surrounded by large cottonwood trees located in the northeast part of the ranch, near the Gila
River. We particularly enjoyed going to Cottonwood Spring; to see water seeping out of the
ground was always a miraculous sight in that dry land. The cottonwood trees provided shade,
and the canyon, with its steep, colorful walls, was cooler than the surrounding mesas. I could
never resist digging in the sandy canyon floor until a pool of water would fill the hole. I also
always scoured the canyon walls to try to find petroglyphs etched in the stone. The early Indians
who made them left symbols of animal and bird life that have lasted thousands of years.At eight
hundred feet, Lost Lake is the deepest well on the ranch, located adjacent to a dry lake formed
by drainage coming out of the mountains that surround it on all four sides. The dry lake bed
would sometimes fill with floodwater in the monsoon season. The water flowing in would be
brown, muddy, and full of leaves, sticks, debris, and foam from the flash flood. As the water
receded over the succeeding weeks, it would leave wide areas of a coating of slippery mud. The
cattle would walk through the mud to reach the remaining water, and their legs and even their
bellies would have a coating of dried mud on them for months.Sands Ranch, also a part of the
Lazy B, is eight miles south of Lost Lake and was once the homestead of John Sands. He and
his son Tom ran goats on this little ranch, but their main income was from the bootleg whiskey
they made there. During Prohibition John and Tom took a wagonload of whiskey to Bowie to sell.
They made the mistake of selling a gallon to a federal agent who was there to control
bootlegging. When the agent attempted to arrest them, John pulled out his pistol and tried to
shoot the gallon out of the agent’s hand. John was killed in the shoot-out and Tom was shot in
the arm. Tom’s arm shriveled, and he could never use it again. His heart was no longer at the
ranch, so he sold it to the Lazy B. The ranch hands dug a forty-foot-deep well on his land, and
that area has always been known as Sands Ranch.Robbs’ Well is up the canyon about five miles
east of Sands Ranch and was homesteaded by Fred Robbs. He was unable to make a living on



this tough piece of land, but the well he drilled and the old wood shack next to it have always
remained as Robbs’ Well.Antelope Well was drilled when Ann was about eight years old. When
DA decided to drill a well in that area, he took Ann with him the day he went out to choose a site;
the well got its name from a little herd of antelope they saw on the way. DA had brought a green
willow limb with them, and he got Ann to “witch” the well with the willow limb. Some people are
said to be able to locate underground water by holding a forked willow branch or a peach-tree
branch over the area. When the branch pulls down, it indicates that water is below the surface.
There was some question about whether they could hit water or not, since several wells had
already been drilled in the area—all dry. At the place Ann selected, they ended up drilling
through hard rock. During the drilling, the driller came to DA twice to ask for more money per foot
for boring through such hard rock. With so much already invested, DA reluctantly agreed. At five
hundred feet, they hit a good stream of water. Developing reliable sources of water and keeping
all the wells, windmills, and pumps operative was a major part of the work at the Lazy B.It is
possible to survive and even make a living in that formidable terrain. The Day family did it for
years; but it was never easy. It takes planning, patience, skill, and endurance. DA said he had to
plan for the lean years and the low cattle prices, because there were so few years when there
was plenty of rain and a good market for the cattle as well.The CCC Camp in 1937. COURTESY
OF REBECCA RICHINSOpposite: The Duncan train station.2. Local HistoryThe Gadsden
Purchase territory was “so desolate, desert, and God-forsaken that a wolf could not make a
living on it.”ATTRIBUTED TO KIT CARSON BY JAY J. WAGONER,Early ArizonaTHE ORIGINAL
INTERNATIONAL BORDER BETWEEN MEXICO AND the United States was established along
the Gila River. After the Mexican-American War of 1846–48, President Franklin Pierce sent a
diplomat named James Gadsden to Mexico to purchase some land. It was the era of
transcontinental railroad building, and a southern route from New Orleans to Los Angeles
required some additional land. Because of our victory over Mexico, Congress assumed that
negotiations would be easy. Mr. Gadsden negotiated for the better part of a year and came back
with his report. He had obtained an agreement from Mexico to purchase all of what is now the
southern part of New Mexico and Arizona, as well as all of what is now the state of Sonora,
Mexico, and all of Baja California. On the mainland side, the purchase was to extend south of the
current city of Guaymas. This would have given the United States a deep-water port on the Gulf
of California. The price was $15 million.Unfortunately, while Gadsden was busy negotiating in
Mexico, Congress had more pressing concerns. It was deeply embroiled in debate over issues
of economics, tariffs, and slavery and secession. These pressing issues took precedence over
desert land and rattlesnakes. Congress sent Mr. Gadsden back with a $10 million offer.The
compromise produced the present border with Mexico. On December 30, 1853, the United
States formally agreed with Mexico to purchase the area that became known as the Gadsden
Purchase. The Mexican government accepted the $10 million, and the line of our present
international border was drawn. This land was added to the territories of Arizona and New
Mexico. All of the Lazy B Ranch lies within the area of the Gadsden Purchase.New Mexico



became a state on January 6, 1912; Arizona, on February 14, 1912. After the passage of the
Taylor Grazing Act in 1934, the basic land-ownership pattern in Arizona and New Mexico was
that approximately 70 percent of the land was owned by the United States, approximately 20
percent by the states, and the remaining 10 percent was privately owned. Most of the private
land was situated around water sources. Access to water was the essential element in making a
valid homestead or in obtaining grazing rights under the Taylor Grazing Act.When H. C. Day
founded the Lazy B Ranch in 1880, all the land was open range. There were no fences and no
governing laws for the use of the public lands. Anyone could put cattle on the land to graze. The
Lazy B and other ranches in the Southwest were essentially unregulated. H. C. Day was a
shrewd businessman, and he knew it was in his long-term best interests not to overgraze the
land, and he did not. The passage of the Taylor Grazing Act required land users to adjudicate
their claims for the right to lease the grazing lands and to fence those lands for which grazing
leases were approved. The federal government established district offices to administer the
grazing-right claims and the eventual allotments of numbers of cattle permitted to graze.
Government control at first was minimal. The entire Safford Grazing District of 1.5 million acres
was staffed by one man and two secretaries.The adjudication of grazing rights raised many
serious and contentious issues. The principle that emerged was that the individuals who owned
water—wells or ponds or stream rights—would be entitled to obtain grazing rights from the
federal government on the surrounding grazing land for as far as it was practical for a cow to
walk from the water to graze. There were many hotly contested disputes over grazing rights.DA
was appointed to the Grazing Adjudication Board. He spent much of his time for two or three
years trying to resolve the disputes. How does one deal with two angry men who have each run
cattle on the same rangeland for the last twenty years or more?Our neighbor Orville Rayburn
was one such man. Orville was a scruffy-looking little man with small, cunning eyes. He seldom
shaved or bathed. The only money he ever spent to develop water was to drill a well on his small
homestead. He was eventually allotted four square miles of grazing rights around his
homestead. He unhappily agreed to the allotment. But when the fencing crew arrived to fence
his place along the agreed boundaries, Orville met them with his rifle loaded and in the ready
position. “Get off my land!” he snarled at the crew through his tobacco-stained handlebar
mustache. Not wanting to test Orville’s resolve, the fencing crew left.DA went to see Orville to
determine what could be done. DA offered Orville 3,000 additional acres that had been allotted
to the Lazy B. Orville accepted, and the fencing crew returned. He came out to his porch in his
dirty long johns, holding his rifle cocked and ready. Once again, the fencing crew left. DA could
have forced the settlement. Orville had no right to any additional land. But DA felt in an awkward
position. He was a neighboring rancher with his own much larger allotment awarded, and he was
also a member of the adjudication board. DA finally yielded 6,000 additional acres to Orville—
acres that had been allotted to the Lazy B. Orville’s attitude changed dramatically. The fence was
built, and Orville would frequently visit the Lazy B headquarters uninvited. But Orville’s self-
anointed membership in the Day circle of friends was under careful scrutiny by MO. She was



hardworking and fastidious in her household domain. Many times she watched Orville wolf down
food she had prepared and then saunter down to the barn to help himself to horseshoes for his
horses. He also took various items from the ranch house from time to time. Occasionally MO
reprimanded Orville, but more often she just watched in silence.One day our family was
gathered in the living room, reading, playing checkers, and talking. Orville arrived unannounced
and sat down. He propped his dirty boots up on a low coffee table and chewed his tobacco.
“That boy of mine ain’t worth a damn,” he said. To emphasize his disgust, he spat tobacco juice
across the room in the general direction of the fireplace. MO stood up immediately—all five foot,
four inches of her—and asked Orville to leave. With her hands on her hips, she said, “Do not
come back here again without an invitation, Mr. Rayburn.” We saw much less of Orville Rayburn
after that.The final land allocation to the Lazy B Ranch was approximately 160,000 acres. Of that
amount, 8,560 acres were owned by the ranch corporation, almost 30,000 acres were leased
from Arizona, and almost 22,000 acres were leased from New Mexico. The balance was federal
land administered by the Bureau of Land Management. The entire area consisted of roughly 250
square miles, an area about 16 miles across and 15 miles long. The size of the allotment was the
result of the development of water in various locations through the years by H.C. and later DA.
The Lazy B could sustain about two thousand cows, their calves, a few bulls, and some
horses.Top: DA greets a visiting cowboy, c. 1926.Center: DA (right) and his sister Alice.Bottom:
Branding a calf.Opposite: DA riding Alvino.3. DAHere are the facts, I am no more intelligent
than the law allows. My education is not what it should be. My social position is nil. I am the
personification of poverty. Prospects for the future bum.… Disposition terrible.… My one
redeeming feature is that I am healthy.LETTER FROM HARRY TOADA MAE, JULY 15, 1927DA
WAS THE BOSS, THE PATRIARCH. HE CONTROLLED LIFE AT the Lazy B for the people who
lived and worked there, and for the animals that were raised and kept on the ranch. He was
highly respected in that area of the Southwest. The Lazy B was the largest and most successful
ranch in the region, and he had made it so. To his children and grandchildren he was smart and
powerful. He was exceedingly kind to everyone, but everything had to be done his way. His
children never heard him admit he was wrong about anything. He tended to be a perfectionist in
his work and a careful business manager. He was not an expert cowboy or horseman, but he
was an excellent rancher. He hired good cowboys and respected their work and abilities, and
they respected his managerial ability.DA went to high school in Pasadena, California, during the
years Sam Foster ran the Lazy B. DA was handsome, a fine athlete, and a good student. He held
several California state swimming championships. He always regretted that he did not attend
Stanford and get a university education. He made up for it by reading widely the rest of his life
and satisfying his curiosity about how things worked.After his father’s death, DA returned to the
Lazy B at the request of the lawyers handling the estate to see whether anything could be
salvaged from the ranch investment. The ranch had declined under Foster’s management. There
were many outstanding debts and no net profits. DA arrived in Duncan, Arizona, in 1922 with
$300 in cash and no other assets. He was afraid to deposit his money in a checking account,



because he thought the bank might close. He rented a safe-deposit box and put his money
there. It was three years before he had enough confidence to put any of his cash in a checking
account.DA was lonely, frustrated, and worried those first years at the Lazy B. He never intended
to stay, just to get things on a sound financial footing. On the instructions of the estate lawyers,
he took over management from Sam Foster. There were only a few bulls on the ranch, which
explained why the calf crop was so low. His first expenditure was to buy, on credit, a train-car
load of bulls to increase the calf crop.DA learned the basic lesson of every successful small
business: the income must exceed the expenses. DA was a master at cutting expenses. He
could fix almost anything that was broken. He saved and collected all kinds of things other
people would discard: broken windmills, dysfunctional motors, gears, shafts, pump rods, fence
posts—indeed, anything that might someday be useful. He had a forge and could shape metal.
He learned to make and pour bearings from babbitt metal for the windmills and the engines. He
might spend an entire day forming the casting—using metal, baling wire, and bread dough—in
order to pour bearings for a broken windmill. Then he would spend another half day polishing the
bearings to make them as good as any from a factory. He would not delegate these tasks
because no one else would do them as well or carefully as he.He kept books for the ranch every
year he was there. Most of the book work was done at night because his days were full. The
records in the early years show expenses in many months of less than $150, and for the whole
year of $3,000. Even in the 1920s, that was quite an accomplishment for a ranch the size of the
Lazy B. He never paid high wages, and he hired only a few cowboys. But the ones he hired were
loyal and content to be at the Lazy B.In the early years the only ranch motor vehicle was an old
Model T truck. Most of the work was done on horseback. There was no electricity, no running
water, and only outdoor toilets and kerosene lanterns.Perhaps the toughest year for DA on the
ranch was 1934. There was a severe drought—virtually no rainfall during the summer monsoon
season—and the bottom dropped out of the market for cattle. The ranch could not afford to buy
feed for the cattle. DA decided he had to reduce the herd. He gathered eight hundred thin cows
to sell and then could not find a buyer. Only one man came to look at them. DA priced them at
1½ cents per pound. The buyer said, “My God, man, these are your old cows and thin cows.”
“That’s right,” said DA. “That’s why I want to sell.” The buyer said, “Well, I wish I’d known that. I
wouldn’t have wasted your time and mine, too. I wouldn’t take that bunch of cows if you gave
them to me. It wouldn’t be worth the shipping charges.”DA was depressed. He had a wife, a
child, and no market whatever for his cows.The federal government adopted a program for cattle
producers caught in the squeeze. The government agreed to kill the cows and to pay twelve
dollars per cow for each one killed. There was considerable paperwork involved, and a
veterinarian had to certify the cattle for destruction. The ranch was required to destroy or bury
the carcasses. The sight of the cows and calves being shot that he and the cowboys worked so
hard to produce, nourish, and save was almost unbearable for DA. A couple of months later the
government agreed to buy some of the cattle in better condition for eighteen dollars each in
order to provide meat for people who were going hungry. DA sold some additional cattle at that



price. In September it started raining, the grass grew, and in time the ranch recovered.Since
adequate rainfall and decent prices for the cattle could not be controlled, DA focused largely on
the expense side. Once he paid off the debts that existed when he took over the management,
he determined never to borrow money for any reason. He passed over a number of opportunities
to expand or to participate in other enterprises because each such opportunity would have
required incurring a debt. During the Depression a good many fine ranches were lost when their
debts could not be paid. DA survived the Depression debt-free and was in a position to earn
good profits when beef prices skyrocketed during World War II.Despite the federal programs to
alleviate the Depression, President Franklin Roosevelt was heartily disliked by many of the
ranchers. They were strongly opposed to an expanded role for the federal government. They
believed in private initiative to solve all problems. DA thought William Howard Taft had been a
good president and was not properly appreciated. Taft, in contrast to Roosevelt, had not sought
an expanded role for the federal government. DA’s conservative views held strong.During the
Depression, a Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) camp was established near the ranch. Young
men from urban areas around the country were sent to the camp to live and to work on the
various projects to improve the public land. They built some roads, a dam in Horse Camp
Canyon, and a few flood-control projects. DA would talk to the young men and their supervisors
when they were doing work projects on the Lazy B. Most of the young men had never been out
of their cities and had never lived outdoors or performed manual labor. They found they liked it.
Years later some of those CCC campers would return to the Lazy B to visit the places where
they had camped and worked. A number of them told DA that the experience there had helped
them take hold of their lives and to accomplish things they would not otherwise have achieved.
Even with that strong testimony, DA was reluctant to concede that any of the Roosevelt
Depression programs were necessary, although he acknowledged that the CCC camp life was
good for most of the young people who participated.DA was a good listener and even a better
talker. He took advantage of every visitor to talk for as long as the visitor would stay and listen.
DA was also competitive and enjoyed playing various card games. He was a stickler for the rules
and kept a volume of Hoyle handy to confirm the rules of whatever game we were playing. The
intrafamily competition was keen at bridge, pinochle, gin rummy, and hearts.It was not until the
1940s that, with the help of the Rural Electrification Administration, the Lazy B obtained
electricity at its headquarters. Before that there had only been an electric generator that DA
would run for about three hours at night. There was an old AM radio in the house and one in the
bunkhouse. The radio reception was poor and only worked when the weather was not too hot.
The radio was a window to the outside world. During World War II, the Day family and the ranch
hands listened to the news each day. We listened to some boxing matches when Joe Louis was
the heavyweight champion. There were exciting times listening to events on the radio, thanks to
some good radio announcers whom we knew well by voice but would never meet. The whole
family also became regular fans of certain weekly radio programs—Fibber McGee and Molly,
The Great Gildersleeve, The Jack Benny Program, and The Shadow.DA could build or repair



just about anything. He was good with his hands. His hands were those of an outdoor worker—
the skin was thick, the nails were tough and damaged—but he could perform delicate tasks with
those hands. He taught himself how to keep things going—how to build a gate, repair a windmill,
build a house, construct a water tank, repair an ailing motor, keep financial records, survive a
drought, make the most of a good rainy season, make do with what is at hand, help a friend, and
encourage a child. He was a pretty good veterinarian and not a bad doctor on occasion. He
could set a broken leg on a mother cow or doctor an infected eye. One time we found a cow
whose uterus had come completely out of her vagina and was hanging, bloody and filthy,
beneath her tail. DA brought her into the corral at the ranch and put her in a cattle chute where
she could be tightly held. He then cleaned the tissue of the uterus, slowly and carefully, with
fresh soapy water. He pushed it back inside the cow with his hand and arm and inserted—
bottom first—a clean, empty wine bottle, to hold the uterus in place. He then sewed some
stitches to largely close the opening around the neck of the bottle, and left it for a few weeks to
see if the cow’s condition would stabilize. It did, and a few weeks later he removed the stitches
and the wine bottle and the cow went back into the pasture.When a child or a cowboy got a
serious cut or wound, DA would clean it with a disinfectant and try to close it with adhesive tape
and bandages. He made splints a few times for broken fingers or toes. He pulled out hundreds of
cactus thorns and splinters. And a couple of times a suffering cowboy even persuaded DA to pull
out a bad tooth. He thought some of the old remedies were best, such as the aloe vera plant for
burns, Mormon tea for stomach ills, a cow-manure poultice for a sore muscle, hot tea and honey
for a cough, and a dollop of Scotch or bourbon if all else failed.DA had refined features—a
straight nose, neither large nor small, and hazel eyes that were alert and twinkling. He went bald
at an early age. Perhaps to compensate, he always wore a well-trimmed moustache. He was five
foot eleven and well built. His most distinguishing characteristic was his genuine interest in
everyone he met, whether poor or rich, educated or illiterate, well dressed or in rags. He never
talked down to his children; he spoke to us as adults and wanted to know our thoughts and
views. The value of hard work and honest, fair dealing were drilled into us constantly. Whenever
any of us were at home, we could go with DA to help with his work. How many young people see
their father leave for the office but don’t really know what he does for a living? They might go to
his office once in a while and see that he has a desk, but they probably don’t really know or even
care what he actually does on a day-to-day basis. On the other hand, Alan, Ann, and I knew
exactly what DA did and could accompany him and help him most of the time. We could see how
hard he worked, and we learned to appreciate the desert and how difficult it is to make a living
on that arid land. All three of us, many times, saw DA spend an hour or more doing some little
inconsequential job but having the patience to stay with it until he got it right.“DA, can we take
the twenty-two and go out behind the house to shoot some bottles?”“I’ll be just a few minutes
here. I have to balance this ledger, and I’m ten cents off. As soon as I finish, I’ll get the gun down
from the shelf and we’ll go shoot those bottles.”It might be an hour and a half before he found the
error and corrected the ledger, but we children would wait patiently (or impatiently) for him to



finish, knowing that he would surely complete the job before he went to do something less
important than the ranch work. He was always willing to instruct us on the right way to do
something, especially on how to handle money in a frugal manner.As the first child, nine years
older than the next, I received all the attention and love that DA had to give during those early
years. The relationship we built was extremely strong and lasted through the years in a manner
that both of us appreciated. I developed a love for the land and for the way of life on the ranch
that has stayed with me. Spending hours each day at the dinner table discussing ranching,
politics, or economics is a treat that many young people don’t experience.I usually accompanied
my parents on their weekly trips to town. One time I was asleep in the back of the car, up on the
ledge under the window, behind the rear seat. Our parents drove to Lordsburg and met MO’s
mother, Mamie Wilkey, who was coming for a visit. DA had purchased a case of dynamite to use
for some blasting on the ranch and had it in the trunk of the car. When Grandmother Wilkey
learned the dynamite was in the trunk, she was angry with DA and said, “You shouldn’t treat my
granddaughter like that! If that dynamite blew up, she would be hurt. And not only that—her head
banging on that ledge will damage her brain.” DA used to laugh later and said, “Well, for
someone with a damaged brain, she’s done pretty well for herself.”The good things we children
learned from DA were many. One of the best was his awareness of the world and world events
and his lasting interest in those events. He kept informed by reading periodicals such as U.S.
News & World Report, Time, Fortune, and the Los Angeles Times newspaper. When television
finally reached the Lazy B, almost everyone else in the country had been watching the tube for
many years. The first reception the ranch received was very poor and sporadic, but it improved
over the years. Watching television, however, never intruded into the dining room and always
took a backseat to any other activity. All three children learned the art of discussion, but there
was a negative side. DA always had to have the last word in any argument. All three of us picked
up this trait, and we find ourselves as adults mirroring the same tendency. DA also had periods
of moodiness and depression. He was very critical of MO and Alan during these periods. He
wanted things done his way, which he was certain was the best way.Saving money whenever
possible was DA’s watchword. He never minded any expenditure toward his children’s
education, but he objected strenuously to spending money for clothes, new furniture, or
appliances. His one extravagance, beginning in the mid-1940s, was to buy a good new car
about once a year. Living so far from town, he put many miles on his car each year, and he liked
trading his old car in for a new one. He spent almost nothing on his own clothes. He wore long-
sleeved, collared shirts and khaki pants each day. We never saw him in Levi’s, which were
favored by the cowboys. He wore boots to ride, but otherwise he liked soft-soled, comfortable
shoes. DA had only one suit, a gray pinstripe worn at weddings and funerals. He had one or two
sport coats and slacks and a handful of neckties. Even this was more than he needed, he
said.He always put on his old 7X Beaver Stetson cowboy hat whenever he went outside. Like all
the men at the ranch, he had a line straight across his forehead where the hat brim sat. Above
that line his skin was white. Below the hat line, his face was burned dark from years of too much



sun. He had a newer hat, which he would wear to town or to special events. His regular hat was
covered with a quarter century of dirt, sweat, grime, blood, and grease. It was totally
disreputable. Once MO decided the hat was beyond enduring and, while DA was reading in the
house, took the hat out to the trash barrel to discard it. When DA went outside, he looked for his
hat and was very angry when he learned MO had thrown it out. He went immediately to the trash
barrel, fished it out, and put it back on. He never did get rid of that old hat. “It is a perfectly good
7X Beaver,” he would say.His hat blew off one time in a big windstorm, landed in the water in a
dirt pond at Tank 8, and sank. It was lost. A month later, when the tank dried up, DA went to the
area and recovered his 7X water-soaked hat. “This hat is still good. It just needs to be cleaned
and blocked—good-quality hats don’t die from just a little water.”The muddy, soaked hat was
sent off to the hat cleaners in Albuquerque, and when it came back, it looked like new. “Always
buy a 7X quality hat or better, and it will last for many years,” he said. When Alan came to the
ranch, DA gave him a good hat with the admonition, “Take care of this, and it will last you a long
time.” It did.DA treasured his old friends and his extended family. Every one of them was warmly
welcomed at the ranch, and they were urged to stay as long as they could. Visits were never
short. If someone drove as far as the Lazy B, he or she stayed with us for a while at the ranch.
Most visits involved driving or riding around the ranch, shooting a few rabbits or birds, lots of
eating, drinking, card games, and, most of all, talking. When company came it was exciting for all
of us.During World War II Lordsburg and Duncan prospered. Troops and goods moved by train
and kept the railroad towns busy. Mining and ranching were also critical to the war effort and
brought new people to both towns. A camp was built near Duncan to hold some German
prisoners of war. Some Italian prisoners of war were later housed near Lordsburg. On various
occasions the camps sent a few prisoners out as work crews to do a few projects on federal
land. DA would stop and talk to them, as he did with everyone he saw on the ranch. He learned
from the prisoners that they rather enjoyed getting out of the camps on work crews and seeing
the countryside. They said they were treated well, and some expressed the hope of returning to
the United States after the war.Strangers occasionally simply drove off the highway and onto the
ranch road out of curiosity. DA marveled at the complete lack of knowledge of visitors from the
Northeast, who often had no concept whatever of animal husbandry and of what was involved in
ranching. Other people came to the ranch looking for agates, especially the valuable fire agates
that could be found on the surface of the ground near Robbs’ Well and Antelope Well. The locals
called these people “rock hounds.” Some would come in campers and spend several days
camped out and hunting for the agates. Some of the quartz and other rocks to be found were
quite beautiful. DA kept a rock polisher at the ranch, and occasionally he would put a handful of
small rocks in it and tumble them in the electric polisher for a couple of weeks. The results would
be some lovely polished and smooth oval rocks with a great variety of color and grain.Still other
strangers would come to the ranch during hunting season looking for deer, antelope, and
javelinas. These were the only visitors DA did not greet with warmth and pleasure. Some of the
hunters felt free to drive their trucks, jeeps, and off-road vehicles anywhere on the ranch,



trampling vegetation and leaving damaging tracks that could start erosion channels in the fragile
soil. The irresponsible hunters sometimes shot the cattle when they failed to find game. And
sometimes, for target practice, shots would be fired at the windmill blades, the gates, or anything
else that provided a convenient target.Multiple use of the public lands was a stated goal of the
Bureau of Land Management, and DA agreed with the concept. He thought the ranchers were
simply long-term stewards of the lands they used for grazing and that people should be free to
visit those lands—to camp, hike, picnic, search for rocks, and even hunt, if they were careful with
their weapons and targets. He deplored the sometimes careless visitors who left gates open so
the livestock could move to different areas and who occasionally used their vehicles in ways that
damaged the terrain. He also thought that on the occasions when he saw visitors and talked to
them in a friendly way, mentioning the need to stay on the dirt roads and to close the gates they
opened for passage, the visitors tended to respond in kind and tried to follow the
suggestions.DA knew that he expected and hoped to stay in the ranching business at the Lazy B
for many years. To do that successfully, he depended on careful stewardship of the land, the
grasses, and the water sources. He thought that grazing by livestock was the only likely and
reasonable commercial use of the semiarid desert land. Overgrazing the land made it less
productive in the long run and ran the risk of permanently reducing the grass and plant life. As a
result, he was cautious about the numbers of cattle he maintained, as he was about everything
else. “Keep the grass healthy, keep adequate water reserves, take care of the land, and it will
take care of us,” he said.In some promising areas, DA would experiment with planting new,
useful grasses to see how they would grow. One of the things he would do regularly was to drive
out to check on his various experimental grass plots, as well as on projects designed to reduce
erosion.DA cared deeply about his older brother, Courtland, his sister Alice, and their families,
as well as his sister Eleanor, who never married and lived until her death in the old Day house in
Pasadena. His sister Nina died at approximately age twenty. When H. C. Day’s estate was
settled, the Lazy B went in equal shares to DA, Courtland, Alice, and Eleanor, and it was
organized as a corporation. DA was the president and manager, and he felt responsible for
producing some income from the ranch for his siblings. As the years went by, DA wanted to
acquire additional shares of ranch stock so that he could eventually pass something along to his
own children. In the late 1940s, Eleanor Day said she would sell her interest in the ranch to DA.
That acquisition provided a welcome increment to DA’s sense of accomplishment. After the
death of his brother, Courtland, Courtland’s shares of stock were purchased by the Lazy B
corporation, which increased DA and Alice’s ownership.DA encouraged each of his children to
accomplish whatever they undertook in a competent and professional manner. Slipshod work
would be quickly uncovered, and he would redo it in a proper manner. He would not scold
someone who performed a task inexpertly, but that person would know without being told that he
or she had not met the desired standard. Each of his children would work hard to receive a nod
of approval from DA.I remember on one occasion noticing the poor condition of the screen door
from the back porch to the outside. The door was exposed to the sun and the weather, and the



paint was peeling off and it was unsightly. “DA, I’ll be glad to paint the screen door,” I said. “Do
you think you can do it properly?” “Sure I can.” “Well, give it a try.”I painted carefully to avoid
covering the hinges and the screen, but the wood was badly weather-beaten and the surface
was rough. After a half hour or so had passed, DA came to check on the job. “I think you’d better
sand the wood first to get a better surface for the paint.” “Oh. All right. Do we have some
sandpaper?” “Yes, it is in the top cupboard on the back porch. You’d better get some paint
remover first to get some of the fresh paint off. Then sand it. Then try again.”
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Jeanajoan, “Very interesting read. The material is great, and I have learned a lot about ranching,
at least how it was up to the 1950’s. I didn’t give it five stars because of the repetitive sentence
structure, like a high school essay. Not enough to be annoying, but they should have gotten
some editing help. The other minor issue was often viewing her youthful perspective as reality.
For example, she comments that her father rarely assigned specific ranch work to the cowboys
because they just knew what to do. She wasn’t around or aware when these men, like everyone,
were learning their trade.”

Kaci, “but this book has given me a fascinating perspective on what life was like in the early
1900's. Since moving to Arizona ten years ago, I have learned a lot about the history and culture
of the state, but this book has given me a fascinating perspective on what life was like in the
early 1900's, especially from the viewpoint of a little girl raised on one of the largest cattle
ranches in the state, one who grew up to be a renowned Supreme Court justice, but still retained
her love for the people and the life she knew as a girl. She tells her tale with love and humor, and
with great respect for the family and the characters she knew. This story shows the hard work
that went into the roundups, the cattle drives to the different watering holes and pastures, and
the attention to detail it took to keep the animals healthy. This was about cowboys, rodeos and
struggle, but also about the practical side of ranching when cattle were allowed to graze on the
open range and had to be branded to keep from being mixed in with cattle from other ranches.”

Loyd Eskildson, “A Very Impressive Lady!. "Lazy B," like the title implies, is the story of Sandra
Day O'Connor and her younger brother growing up on a ranch in south-eastern Arizona. They
grew up in an isolated environment that mandated self-reliance and initiative. Sandra received
much of her formal education through riding the train to El Paso to stay with her maternal
grandparents while attending a local girls' school. Her father had wanted to attend Stanford but
the responsibilities of taking over the family ranch prevented that. Sandra O'Connor was able to
achieve that for him, where she excelled academically, was then inspired by one of her
instructors to study law (also at Stanford), met her husband (and also dated classmate William
Rehnquist), and then struggled to begin a law career at a time that women had almost no such
opportunity. (Despite Sandra graduating from Stanford Law #2 in her class, her early job
searches were at best met with "Can you type?")Then it was on to Phoenix where she started a
law partnership, then moved to the Attorney General's office, became elected to the State
Senate, became a Superior Court Judge, was promoted to the Arizona Court of Appeals by
Governor Babbitt (D), and then selected by President Reagan to the Supreme Court.Personal
Note: In the late 1970s I appeared in Judge O'Connor's court as a witness and was astounded
at her astute (and polite) questioning of one of the attorney's. Later, I witnessed the buzz as
those who knew her stopped to congratulate her Supreme Court appointment. And most



recently I had the opportunity to hear her and her brother give a presentation on this book - very
insightful, witty, and again - polite.  (She autographed my copy!)An inspiring person!”

V. L. Wilson, “An All-American Ranch Family. I loved reading this memoir about growing up on a
huge cattle ranch in the American southwest. Sandra Day O'Connor and her brother H. Alan
Day write from the heart in an easy to read book with lots of pictures. This is a tribute to their
parents, a portrait of a colorful childhood in a remote setting on the Arizona border. The Day
family raised cattle for a living; real cowboys worked the ranch, broke wild horses, built and
mended fences, rounded up cattle, drilled wells, and built windmills. The children participated in
all aspects of ranch life.The story is about three generations of a family surviving on an arid and
strange land - what the land taught them and how they coped with extremes of drought and
distance. Individual stories of the cowboys, their love of horses and cattle and other animals are
portrayed in a warm and loving way, as if the authors are smiling as they remember those happy
days and their parents who taught and encouraged Sandra, Alan, and their sister Ann; the fun
times, hard work, windmills and wells, rodeos, the first train thru the area, school, and so much
more.Short chapters, wonderful pictures, and a pleasure to read about a part of America where
it truly was "home on the range", and where the cattle industry flourished over a span of a
century. Thank you authors for sharing. The quotations are priceless. Here is one of them:
When Time, who steals our years away, Shall steal our pleasure, too. The Memory of the past
will stay, And half our joys renew. (Thomas Moore, "song")”

Philip Kuhn, “Well-written memoir ofa fading part of our history. I was particularly touched by the
evocations of the "tough love" shown by DA and MO to their children as remembered by those
children. The pictures were interesting, but the wordpictures were even more so. The passing of
the independent ranchers, especially all those who understood the great importance of
respecting the land they ranched, is movingly described.The language will infrequently offend
some sensibilities, but it is a wonderful book for children to read, too.”

English Teacher, “An Enjoyable Book. This book was chosen by our book club, and I do not know
the reasons. I have admired Justice O'Connor for years, and reading about her early years was
pleasurable, especially because the writing is flawless.”

R. Griswold, “Authentic Western History. For anyone interested in the history American
Southwest, don't miss this book. And stay to the end, where the passing the cowboys and sale
of the ranch is especially poignant.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Simple Ranch life. Great Book.. simple life living on a Ranch in the
Southwest.  Sandra Day O'Connor  as a child.”

Huntsman, “One of the Best.. A most enjoyable book. Written with style and flair, it gives real



insight into the joys and tribulations of growing up on a ranch.Clearly, as the youngsters grew,
so the ranch grew upon them and their pride in it, and love for it permeate the whole book. The
characters and creatures that inhabit the book are beautifully drawn to the point where I felt
almost that I knew them personally. The book is a total delight that I hope to return to again and
again.”

The book by Sandra Day O'Connor has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 214 people have provided
feedback.
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